Abstract-This paper describes the Flexible Internetwork Stack (FINS) Framework, an open-source tool to enable implementation-based experimental research in computer networking. The FINS Framework uses a module-based architecture that allows cross-layer behavior and runtime reconfiguration of the protocol stack. The FINS Framework is general enough to enable experimental setups under various network architectures (e.g., MANET, infrastructure, mesh) and to accelerate prototyping solutions for evolving areas (e.g., cognitive networks, cross-layer design, context-aware applications). Version 1.0 of the framework makes use of existing physical and data link layer functionality, while enabling modifications to the stack at the network layer and above, or even the implementation of a clean-slate, non-layered protocol architecture. Protocols, stubs for communicating with intact layers, and management and supervisory functions are implemented as FINS Framework modules, interconnected by a central switch. This paper describes the FINS Framework architecture, presents an initial assessment along with experiments enabled by the tool, and documents an intuitive mechanism for transparently intercepting socket calls that maintains efficiency and flexibility. Performance testing shows that the FINS Framework is capable of supporting experiments requiring IEEE 802.11g hardware speeds and operating in varying networking architecture and experimental scenarios on both Ubuntu laptops and Android devices.
INTRODUCTION
T HE widespread rise of tablets, smartphones, and new mobile network architectures incorporating heterogeneous technologies has encouraged a resurgence in research on device-to-device communications and multihop wireless networks. Furthermore, the availability, small form factor, and long battery life of mobile devices enable the evaluation of protocols in truly mobile experiments. Despite this, the vast majority of wireless research still relies primarily on simulation, with only a fraction of research studies employing implementation-based experiments. Wireless networking research has arguably relied too much on simulation, which has serious limitations regarding fidelity to real-world conditions [1] , [2] . While simulation environments (e.g., OPNET [3] , ns2 [4] , ns3 [5] ) are useful in developing and testing ideas, we believe they should not be a terminal step in the research process. The combination of simulation and emulation increases fidelity while reducing implementation barriers, but often inherits some of the disadvantages of simulation environments [6] . In running a functioning network stack on top of a real world platform, implementation-based experiments exhibit high fidelity at the cost of logistical, evaluation, and implementation challenges:
Logistical challenges include the need for significant quantities of people, equipment, and space. Evaluation challenges include the lack of repeatability and standard benchmarking scenarios. Implementation challenges include the lack of experimental software tools and the high cost of protocol prototyping and implementation. This paper introduces the Flexible InterNetworking Stack (FINS) Framework with the goal of addressing evaluation and implementation challenges in an effort to make experimental wireless networking research easier to conduct. The FINS Framework was inspired by challenges encountered during the MANIAC Challenge project [7] , challenges which plague most experimental research in wireless networking.
The FINS Framework is an open-source, flexible networking subsystem meant to support networking protocol research and experimentation from the data link layer to the application layer. The framework reduces implementation barriers by moving the rigid traditional network stack into user-space as a module-based architecture to enable fast prototyping of new protocols and additional cross-layer interactions. Other tools have similarly implemented userspace stacks to avoid the high cost of debugging and modifying the kernel; however, the FINS Framework distinguishes itself through a flat architecture of generically interfaced modules to allow high reconfigurability and complex cross-layer behavior within the protocol stack. Evaluation challenges are addressed through transparent logging enabled by the architecture, management or supervisory modules, and backwards compatibility with existing applications without modification.
Our objective was to build a tool to support experimental research in wireless networks. To this end, our goals included supporting legacy applications, supporting both Android and traditional Linux laptop devices, and allowing for maximal flexibility and reconfigurability so as to avoid placing artificial limits on experimental scenarios. We were willing to trade off some performance in order to meet these goals, provided that the performance of the FINS Framework was adequate to support the targeted wireless technologies (i.e. 802.11a/b/g), which have a maximum physical layer data rate of 54 Mbps.
The first contribution of this paper is the introduction of a tool that enables wireless networking experimentation from the data link to the application layer, with particular support for new scenarios involving cross-layer behavior and contextaware applications. The tool can support existing networking applications in their typical use cases at speeds up to those supported by IEEE 802.11a/b/g. The second contribution is a mechanism for backwards compatibility that exploits the nature of the traditional network stack to efficiently intercept socket calls and seamlessly support applications. This mechanism facilitates adoption of FINS by experimenters while retaining flexibility and code reusability.
The rest of the paper is partitioned into three sections. First, we review experimental wireless network tools. Then, we describe the architecture, design, and implementation of the FINS Framework and show how the framework achieves the desired goals. Finally, we present performance results of the FINS Framework in a simple IEEE 802.3 network use scenario on laptops and a simple IEEE 802.11 network on mobile devices, followed by discussion about possible experimental scenarios using the framework.
REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS NETWORK TOOLS AND TESTBEDS
In this section we review existing experimental wireless network tools. For the purposes of this paper, the term experimental wireless network tools refers to tools used to perform or collect data during an experiment in a wireless network where the components under test are implemented or prototyped using the actual target platforms. More detail on classes and categories for experimental wireless network tools can be found in [8] .
Originally designed for modular forwarding paths, the Click Modular Router has been widely embraced by the networking community and expanded to include protocol development and testing [9] , [10] . The Click Router creates a virtual platform-independent layer to run on top of the traditional stack, sacrificing some performance for the sake of a unified implementation regardless of the platform. The modularity and code reusability of the tool have led to its adoption by many researchers; however, re-configurability of the virtual stack is limited to outside of runtime and the Click Router does not directly support the BSD socket interface, instead intercepting and injecting outgoing network traffic using the traditional stack. These nuances introduce issues when evaluating experimental protocols with traffic from context-aware and real-time applications.
Following a more conventional approach, X-Layer is a tool designed for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that uses a condensed version of the traditional stack, but also allows additional cross-layer behavior [11] . The layered architecture of the stack suits the low-resource environment of WSNs, which prioritizes efficiency over flexibility, and a carefully chosen subset of cross-layer links were incorporated to allow cross-layer protocol design from the physical layer to the application layer. The kernel level modification of the stack shows the efficiency possible through direct augmentation of the traditional stack, but at the cost of minimal flexibility and significant development challenges when coding and debugging.
WiFu is an open source user-space toolkit for developing experimental wireless transport protocols that retains high efficiency by building off of the network layer of the traditional stack and connecting to legacy applications through a user-space static library [12] . The architecture uses a central entity to direct data flows and control signals among different functional components and encourages fast prototyping of TCP flavors through a decomposition of TCP into separate components (connection management, reliability, and congestion control). WiFu provides high flexibility and efficiency with opportunities to create cross-layer behavior; however, because it only replaces the transport layer it is limited to the existing cross-layer interactions in the traditional stack. In addition, the implementation of its userspace frontend as a static library requires applications to be recompiled and currently does not support critical functionality of the BSD socket API (e.g. poll).
The autonomic network architecture (ANA) project incorporates the trend of virtualization and attempts to foster selflearning, self-configurable, and self-forming networks by replacing the traditional stack and adding a common presentation layer [13] . This experimental wireless network tool takes inspiration from peer-to-peer file sharing networks, with nodes able to invoke remote services or alternative network resources provided by peer nodes through RPC-like (remote procedure call) access. Appropriately, ANA supports high flexibility and runtime reconfigurability to the point of multiple network stacks running on top of the same physical node. Furthermore, new components can be prototyped in user-space and then seamlessly tested in kernel-space as loadable kernel modules (LKMs) through a dual build system and ANA wrappers for common functions. However, as a clean-slate tool ANA requires researchers to re-implement some protocols (e.g. TCP) and modify existing applications to be ANA compatible.
The FINS Framework aims to incorporate many of the beneficial concepts and characteristics mentioned above, namely: high flexibility, runtime reconfigurability, and code reusability. At the same time, the FINS Framework seeks to provide additional capabilities by supporting mobile devices and advanced logging and management functionality. Furthermore, in order to seamlessly support the BSD socket API while maintaining efficiency and flexibility, the FINS Framework merges several of the mechanisms that were described for interfacing with the traditional stack.
Initiatives to build networking testbeds are also strongly related to experimental implementation-based research. Federated programs such as the GENI project [14] in USA, the CREW project 1 in Europe, and PlanetLab global project 2 aim at connecting different testbeds sites in order to generate nation-wide or globally scalable experimental environments for research on next generation networks. Each federation of testbeds is managed through a distributed management software (e.g., OpenFlow [15] ). Each federation includes various local islands of wired and wireless testbeds that are connected together over the Internet (e.g., Orbit [16] , Emulab [17] ). Researchers can utilize the FINS Framework as the networking software for any of the Linux-based nodes in these testbeds. Furthermore, the FINS Framework lowers the barrier for researchers to extend these testbeds by adding Android-based mobile devices to support experimental mobility scenarios.
ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN, AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, the architecture, design and implementation of the FINS Framework are discussed, followed by a stepby-step walkthrough of an example traffic flow through the system.
System Architecture
The FINS Framework is a hybrid experimental wireless network tool that attempts to break the strict layering seen in a traditional stack (left side of Fig. 1 ) for a more flexible approach. The right side of Fig. 1 shows a visual representation of the architecture using the two main types of components: modules and the switch. Modules are independent, self-contained components that communicate with each other through the switch, which acts as a multiplexing component. Not shown in the figure but equally important are FINS frames, which encapsulate and shuttle data between modules and the switch, and the linking table, which specifies how frames flow through the framework.
Structure
The hybrid structure of the FINS Framework builds off of the traditional data-link layer and introduces a flat approach for the network to application layers, while maintaining seamless backward compatibility with legacy network applications. Users of the FINS Framework thus avoid the high cost of re-implementing hardware-specific lower layers and FINS enables experiments that incorporate realistic traffic scenarios, namely real-world applications instead of custom tailored traffic generators. The non-layered nature of the architecture means any module can communicate with any other module, allowing for greater access to meters and knobs across layers as well as support for crosslayer protocol design.
Our architecture also allows experimenters to implement applications which are connected directly to the FINS Framework without using the BSD or glibc socket API in a cleanslate fashion (right side of Fig. 1 ). The ability to implement clean-slate applications allows researchers to explore new experimental scenarios, such as implementing and testing a context-aware application that varies its traffic pattern based on the surrounding network conditions. The ability to connect directly to the framework not only allows context-aware applications through access to the internal conditions of protocols, but also cognitive applications that can control some protocol parameters or even direct management features within the FINS Framework. This is helpful for researchers working on cognitive nodes and networks [18] .
Modules
There are three types of modules in the framework: data, non-data, and stub.
Data modules act on ingress and egress network traffic as it is processed in the node (e.g. ARP, TCP, UDP). Non-data modules observe network traffic and interact with other modules; these modules may not act on or modify network data (e.g. logging & monitoring). Stub modules are modules that enable integrating the FINS Framework with existing mechanisms outside of the framework (e.g. socket stub, MAC/PHY stub). The data and the control traces logged by the logging module can be used in different ways to support repeatability and controllability of experiments. Firstly, in order to fix one or multiple parameters of the running modules while studying others, the researchers can use logged traces to regenerate the previously logged behavior of a specific entity in an experiment. Furthermore, for every experimental setup where the FINS Framework is deployed, 1. http://www.crew-project.eu/ 2. https://www.planet-lab.org/ the egress traffic of one node is the ingress traffic of others. Therefore, the traces collected by the various logging modules can be utilized to fix and repeat the external conditions up to some extent. In implementation-based experiments, there is always a tradeoff between the repeatability and practicality due to the random nature of external conditions (e.g., background noise, interference). Secondly, logged traces can be reused by network simulators and emulators to generate realistic conditions for an experiment.
Modules may vary greatly, but must all follow common guidelines and interface with the switch in the same way. They are meant to interact with other modules through loosely coupled generic interfaces and to be implemented at differing levels of granularity, such as at the protocol, algorithm, or library level. This aligns with the concepts of generic interfaces and code reusability mentioned previously.
FINS Frames
Communication between modules is accomplished through two types of frames based on the traffic type: data frames and control frames.
Data frames encapsulate ingress or egress network traffic that flows through the framework (top of Fig. 2 ). Control frames encapsulate messages exchanged between the modules in the framework and do not carry network traffic; they are typically used for management and supervisory functions (bottom of Fig. 2 ). Data and stub modules are able to send both data and control frames; however, since non-data modules may not act on or modify network data they can only send control frames. Both data and control frames share a first field used to differentiate frame type, followed by a second field holding the value of the destination ID. Subsequent fields vary depending on frame type and other parameters.
For data frames the direction flag is the third field and is processed internally by protocol modules to determine whether the frame contains ingress or egress network data. This is a helpful feature for researchers who are interested in reusing traditional protocol implementations with minimum modifications. The next field is the length of the protocol data unit (PDU), which is followed by the PDU data field, where the encapsulated data is stored. The last field is metadata, which is used to exchange special key-value pairs between modules. The metadata field is also used to collect information recovered from headers as the frame passes through the framework, reducing reprocessing and enabling frame-by-frame logging.
For control frames the third field is the sender ID of the frame, which is necessary since a module's internal processing of the frame depends in part on which module it comes from. The next field is the operation code, which determines what operation is requested of the receiver module (Table 1) . Once again, the last field contains metadata, including special key-value pairs that are associated with the sender, operation code, etc. Control frames expose meters for other modules to measure through two modes: polling mode and event-driven mode. Polling mode is performed using the Parameter Read Request and Parameter Read Reply operations, while the event-driven mode is accomplished using Event Listen and Event Alert. The other half of the concept, knobs through which modules can be affected, is realized through Parameter Write Request and Parameter Write Confirmation.
Switch and Linking Table
All modules within the framework communicate using frames that pass through the switch, with the path of frames controlled by the linking table. This table, which is analogous to a routing table, specifies the receiver module(s) of a frame based on the sending module and virtual link it is sent over. This allows both the user and module designer to set and change how data flows through the system, as both can reconfigure the stack through the linking table. Virtual links are typically differentiated by the type of communication, traffic behavior, and/or direction through the protocol suite (egress or ingress). For example a module might have separate links for sending control frames and data frames to the same module or possibly separate links to send UDP and TCP traffic to different modules. Finally, the use of a central switch adds the ability to perform runtime reconfiguration through changing the linking table and the effect of "pausing" the stack by halting the routing of frames.
The design of the switch and the linking table are closely coupled to the objectives of the FINS Framework and embody some of the tradeoffs that were made to support Report that a non-termination error has occurred these goals. We decided on an architecture with a central switch to provide maximum flexibility, at a small cost of additional rebuffering. Flexibility was favored again by dynamically allocating module IDs at configuration and load time instead of relying on static allocations. FINS also makes the main thread responsible for supervising and manipulate the linking table based on user inputs, in order to support runtime reconfigurability.
FINS Framework Version 1.0 : Design and Implementation
This section details the implementation of the architecture in version 1.0, with most discussion about the three major parts of our implementation: the FINS Framework core process, the FINS Framework socket stub module, and the FINS Framework MAC/PHY stub module. In this version we strove to reproduce the existing capabilities offered by the traditional stack with the goal that subsequent versions would exhibit improved support for configurability at the MAC/ PHY layer and more interactivity through additional modules. As such, the switch and modules for the socket stub, Real-Time Manager (RTM), ICMP, TCP, UDP, IPv4, ARP, and the MAC/PHY stub have been implemented and connected as shown in Fig. 3 . The FINS Framework is written in C and implements most of the platform in user-space on top of the Linux kernel. The following two platforms served as target platforms:
Laptop computers running Ubuntu 12.04 and Linux kernel 3.2 with an IEEE 802.11 wireless interface, and Nexus 7 tablets running Android 4.2.2 and Linux kernel 3.1. Implementing most of the FINS Framework in user-space means users avoid kernel-space programming, are able to reuse existing libraries and/or FINS Framework code, and recover more quickly from mistakes, collectively speeding development. Finally, C is portable to Android handheld devices, as the Android OS is built on top of a version of the Linux kernel and has built-in support for running native applications.
FINS Framework Core Process
A majority of the components in the architecture are implemented as part of the core process, which is a single, multithreaded process in user-space. The switch is implemented as a single thread and each module is implemented using at least one thread. The modules and switch interact through pairs of input (switch-to-module) and output (module-toswitch) queues, with a pair associated to each module. A module is expected to receive FINS frames through its input queue, process them, and send any response or internally generated frames through its output queue, thus providing a unified interface between the switch and each module.
The switch is expected to read frames from the module output queues using a round robin mechanism, determine the receiver module(s) for each frame based on the configuration stored in its linking table, and push the frame onto the corresponding module's input queue. The linking table should be configured with all ingress and egress data traffic paths as well as control traffic paths between modules. Table 2 shows an example linking table configured to rebuild the traditional stack using the modules presented in Fig. 3 .
The linking table determines a frame's receiver(s) using its sender and destination ID. For a simple example, consider the case when the MAC/PHY stub thread intends to send an Ethernet frame, but lacks the corresponding MAC address (Fig. 4): C1. The MAC/PHY stub thread recognizes it needs a MAC address and creates a Read Parameter Request control frame with the appropriate metadata to communicate with the ARP module. The MAC/PHY stub module inserts the frame into its output queue with the destination ID set to its link ID associated with ARP traffic (02). C2. The switch thread reads the frame from the MAC/ PHY stub output queue and uses the sender and destination ID (02) to search the linking table for the receiver module IDs (7 and 8), since there are multiple destinations the frame is copied to and the switch pushes one into each input queue of the receiver modules (ARP and Logging & Monitoring). C3. The ARP thread reads the frame from its input queue and searches the locally cached MAC addresses using the metadata provided in the frame. If no upto-date MAC address is found, it sends out ARP requests using data frames and resolves the address. After resolving the address, the ARP thread changes the control frame's operation code to Read Parameter Reply, adds the appropriate information to the metadata, and inserts the frame into its output queue with the destination ID set to its link ID associated with MAC/PHY stub traffic (01). C4. The switch thread reads the frame from the ARP output queue, uses the sender and destination ID (01) to search the linking table for the receiver module IDs (6 and 8), since there are multiple destinations the frame is copied to and the switch pushes one into each input queue of the receiver modules (MAC/ PHY stub and Logging & Monitoring). C5. The MAC/PHY stub thread reads the frame from its input queue, retrieves the necessary information from the metadata, and completes the Ethernet frame. This example illustrates the use of control frames to communicate between modules and the interaction between the linking table, switch, and modules. The frames sent to the Logging & Monitoring module were not discussed, as the module simply logs their contents; however, they showcase how transparent logging is possible through simple manipulation of the linking table.
It is important to note that in Version 1.0 the linking table has been optimized and implemented in a distributed manner, with each module receiving a subset of the linking 
FINS Framework Socket Stub Module
Supporting backwards compatibility of unmodified legacy applications is an important factor in implementing the socket stub module. Many of the reviewed tools performed tradeoffs between efficiency, ease of development, and flexibility by implementing their mechanism in either kernel-space or user-space. The socket stub module (Fig. 3 , bottom right) combines the benefits of both by being implemented as two separate components: the socket calls interceptor in kernel-space and the socket daemon thread in user-space. The socket calls interceptor is meant to be a lightweight component that intercepts pertinent BSD socket system calls and relays the necessary information to and from the socket daemon thread in the core process. To do this the socket calls interceptor is implemented as an LKM that unregisters the traditional internet socket family (AF_INET) and replaces it with our own family. This utilizes the behavior of the kernel to direct only appropriate socket calls to the socket calls interceptor and avoids re-implementing functionality provided by the kernel, such as handling cloned sockets or interactions with file descriptors. The socket calls interceptor communicates with the socket daemon thread over a Netlink connection (Fig. 3 , blue arrow) in client-server fashion, whereby the inherently parallel system calls are serialized and passed through the outgoing Netlink connection in order of arrival.
The socket daemon thread within the core process is attached to the other end of the Netlink connection and handles tasks that were originally implemented by the socket system call handlers and the network subsystem inside the kernel, such as maintaining the status and structures of opened sockets. An example walk-through of the steps in intercepting a socket call is as follows (see Fig. 5 ):
1) In user-space, an application calls socket() to create a socket for ICMP, TCP or UDP transfer. 2) Glibc converts the socket() call into a system socket() call that goes to the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. 3) In kernel-space, the network subsystem demuliplexes each call to its respective family and for the AF_INET family the call is directed to the socket calls interceptor. Through this, other types of socket communication are left untouched and are directed to their traditional handlers, e.g. Netlink, Unix domain sockets, etc. 4) The socket calls interceptor catches the call and creates the minimum necessary kernel socket objects, setting the socket operations (bind(), connect(), etc) to corresponding functions in the socket calls interceptor. This enables the kernel to track the socket and directs future system calls to the appropriate socket calls interceptor function (bind() ! FINS_in-terceptor_bind()). The socket calls interceptor serializes the call, forwards it to the socket daemon thread in the core process through the Netlink connection, and waits for a response. 5) In user-space, the socket daemon thread processes the socket() request, creates a new socket record in the FINS Framework socket database, and constructs any socket-related objects. The result of processing the call (for socket() a success/failure status) is serialized and transmitted back to the socket calls interceptor through the Netlink connection. 6) In kernel-space, the socket calls interceptor receives the result, deserializes and handles it accordingly, and then returns an associated value to the network subsystem. 7) Depending on the return value, the kernel returns either a socket descriptor or an error to glibc. 8) In user-space, glibc returns the result to the application. Once a FINS Framework socket is created, future system calls to the socket pass through the network subsystem to a corresponding function in the socket calls interceptor. A similar process is conducted to serialize and shuttle the call to the socket daemon thread with an accompanying procedure to deserialize and handle the socket daemon thread's return.
Of the many possible mechanisms for intercepting system calls, we found the two-component LKM solution to be the least invasive and most advantageous. By replacing AF_INET using a lightweight LKM, interception is seamless without modifying any kernel code, meaning that there is no need to recompile the Linux kernel. This avoids many of the issues related to kernel-space programming and allows for the same socket calls interceptor code to be used for kernel versions 2.6 to 3.8 on both Ubuntu and Android with only negligible changes. In addition, this intercepts all calls to internet sockets whether from dynamically or statically linked applications. Unfortunately, some minor overhead is introduced for each call as all necessary information must be shuttled from kernel-space to user-space and vice versa.
FINS Framework MAC/PHY Stub Module
The MAC/PHY stub module (Fig. 3, middle left) connects to the network and provides portability across platforms. Implementation of the MAC/PHY layers differs significantly among platforms due to interactions among the kernel, the device driver, and the network adapter's firmware. The current MAC/PHY stub module is implemented using the Pcap library [19] , a portable C/C++ library for network traffic capture and injection. Using the Pcap library allows the user to capture and inject Ethernet frames, and get/set some basic network adapter parameters.
The MAC/PHY stub module is implemented as three components: the MAC/PHY stub thread, the capturing process, and the injecting process. The MAC/PHY stub thread is a thread within the core process that works as a multiplexer/ demultiplexer of the traffic between the switch thread and a networking interface. It is connected through a Unix domain socket to the capturing process and through a second Unix domain socket to the injecting process. In order to accelerate the processing of frames and enhance the overall performance of the FINS Framework, the generation and serialization of Ethernet frames is implemented in the MAC/PHY stub thread, while their injection and capture are isolated into the two processes outside the core process (Fig. 3, lower  left) . In effect, to send an IP packet the MAC/PHY stub thread generates an appropriate MAC frame header, encapsulates the packet, serializes the frame, and sends it over the domain socket to the injecting process. In turn, the injecting process forwards the stream to the network adapter's buffer by calling the Pcap library injection function. The operation is reversed when capturing traffic from a network adapter.
FINS Framework RTM and FINS Framework Console
Two minor but essential parts of the FINS Framework are the Real-Time Manager module and the FINS Framework console. The RTM module is a non-data module that receives input from outside of the framework and allows runtime management and supervision of the framework. The FINS Framework console is a command line application that connects to the RTM through a Unix domain socket and can either act as an interactive prompt or simply receive status updates from the framework. Through the RTM and console, advanced monitoring and logging is possible as well as runtime reconfiguration of the linking table and modules.
Traffic Flow Walkthrough
Fig . 6 illustrates a typical traffic flow using an example stack that rebuilds the traditional TCP/IP stack. This is the same stack mentioned earlier whose configuration is given in Table 2 . The steps of the outgoing traffic flow are indicated using circles labeled D1-D9 and will be discussed thoroughly, while only differences will be mentioned for the incoming traffic flow. For the outgoing traffic flow, consider the case when a running UDP application sends data:
D1. A UDP application sends a buffer of raw data through the glibc socket API. D2. The socket daemon thread receives the data from the socket calls interceptor, encapsulates the data into a data frame, and uses its link ID associated with UDP traffic (03) to search its local subset of the linking table for a receiver module ID (4). The socket stub module inserts the frame into its output queue with the destination ID set to the UDP module (4). D3. The switch thread reads the frame from the socket stub output queue and pushes it into the input queue of the UDP module as directed by the destination ID (4). D4. The UDP thread reads the frame from its input queue, decapsulates the raw data, and extracts necessary information from the metadata, such as the sending and receiving IP addresses/ports. The UDP thread performs its UDP related functions, creates a UDP datagram, and inserts it into the data frame. It then uses its link ID associated with traffic going down the stack (03) to search its local subset of the linking table and pushes the frame onto its output queue with the destination ID set to the IPv4 module (5). D5. The switch thread reads the frame from the UDP output queue and pushes it into the input queue of the IPv4 module as directed by the destination ID (5). D6. The IPv4 thread reads the frame from its input queue, extracts the encapsulated UDP datagram and any required metadata. Then, a new IPv4 packet gets built based on the metadata forwarded from the UDP module and is encapsulated into the data frame. After searching its linking table using its link ID associated with downward traffic (04), the IPV4 thread pushes the frame onto its output queue destined for the MAC/PHY module (6). D7. The switch thread reads the frame from the IPv4 output queue and pushes it into the input queue of the MAC/PHY stub module as directed by the destination ID (6). D8. The MAC/PHY stub thread reads the frame, extracts the IPv4 packet and the metadata. Then, it builds an Ethernet frame to be sent through the Pcap library. The MAC/PHY stub thread attempts to resolve the MAC address using its internal copy of previously found MAC addresses, contacting the ARP module if the corresponding MAC address is not found (Fig. 4) . Once the MAC address has been acquired it is used to finish the Ethernet frame, which is then pushed into the injection Unix domain socket that carries data to the injecting process. D9. The injection process reads the Ethernet frames buffered into its input Unix domain socket. Then, it sends each frame over a separate call to the Pcap library, which pushes the frames to the interface device driver. Note that these steps may not occur directly after each other, as the modules may process other frames in between or conduct module-to-module communication to retrieve necessary information. This is referenced in Step D8, where conditions may necessitate a control flow to request the MAC address.
The incoming data flow is generally the reverse of the outgoing flow taking into account the following:
The Pcap library captures the incoming Ethernet frames after the device driver replaces the original MAC and PHY header with a generic Ethernet header. The frames are pushed into a special Pcap buffer space which is read using a specific call back function.
The capturing process serializes each captured frame and pushes it into the Unix domain socket connecting the capturing process to the core process. The steps then generally proceed in reverse order of the outgoing flow explained earlier. Eventually, the incoming data is pushed into the socket daemon thread's input queue. After reading the frame from the queue, the frame metadata is used to search the socket database for the target socket. If the destination socket is found, the frame is pushed into a separate receiving internal queue, which is one of the socket layer related objects created upon socket creation. Whenever the socket stub detects a socket receiving call from the application, the next data frame is read from the internal queue. The encapsulated raw data within the frame is serialized and sent over the Netlink connection to the socket calls interceptor. Then the socket calls interceptor returns the data to the application through the Linux kernel socket API. It is clear from the architecture and implementation details discussed above that the FINS Framework strongly supports wireless experiments by enabling experiments on Android-based mobile devices and by facilitating the implementation of cross-layer solutions and context-aware applications. By supporting mobile devices whose battery life may extend to a couple of days, the FINS Framework allows researchers to consider experimental mobility scenarios that not otherwise have been possible to explore.
The study of cross-layer solutions and context-aware applications has been primarily pursued through simulations, due to implementation challenges using the legacy stack. The FINS Framework eases the implementation of cross-layer solutions for layer three and above. With the FINS Framework, even experiments that involve meters and knobs below layer three are relatively simple to implement. We illustrate an example of such a cross-layer solution in 4.2.1.
SYSTEM EVALUATION
This section is segmented into two parts. The first part covers four experiments. The first and second experiments quantify the performance of the main critical components within the FINS Framework (e.g., socket stub, MAC/PHY stub) in order to identify the possible system bottlenecks. We also compare the results attained from FINS to what is achieved using the Click Router in the same scenario. The Click Router has been chosen because it is one of the most widely deployed tools for experimental network research and its latest official release still functions on current systems. We use the Click Router in userlevel mode. Experiments three and four test the performance of the FINS Framework when it implements a fully functioning networking stack that includes commonly used network protocols. The second part of this section discusses more complex experiments that we have successfully implemented utilizing the FINS Framework, to illustrate the value of the FINS Framework as a research tool. This includes experiments involving routing, on-demand video streaming, instant messaging, and voice chat.
Performance Evaluation
While flexibility is a primary goal of the FINS Framework, a minimum level of performance is needed for it to be usable in a variety of scenarios. Our goal was to support data rates up to 54 Mbps, the maximum data rate of IEEE 802.11g. The equipment used in the following tests included:
A Netgear N300 IEEE 802.11b/g/n wireless router access point. For each of the following experiments, the end-to-end throughput was measured at the application level using the widely used networking tool iperf.
Experiment 1
This experiment was intended to evaluate the socket stub module and determine the maximum sending throughput of application data through the module. This is important since socket calls must be shuttled to the core process and a bottleneck in this procedure would slow the execution of applications, potentially changing their behavior. To evaluate this, Experiment 1 utilized a single computer, not connected to the network, running a FINS Framework which consisted of only the switch, the socket stub module, and a custom logging module that reported throughput. The switch linking table was configured so that frames from the socket stub module traveled to the logging module, which simply measured the application throughput. On top of this stack ran an instance of the iperf application in client mode, which was set to generate a 60 second period of UDP traffic sent through the local loopback in 1.47 kB datagrams.
We have designed a similar experimental scenario to test the Click Router. The latter does not replace or modify the socket interface or the socket handling subsystem in order to capture the application traffic. Instead, the Click Router has a socket module which we have used to implement a UDP server that listens to the loopback address, particularly UDP port number 5,001, which is the default destination port of the regular iperf servers. Hence, any datagram generated by the UDP client gets redirected to the Click's socket module after the packet hits the network layer within the kernel.
The results of this experiment (Fig. 7) show that the FINS socket stub module is able to handle data rates up to 169 Mbps with a drop rate less than 0.01. This suggests that the socket stub module and the data transfer between the socket calls interceptor and the socket daemon thread is reliable and will not create a bottleneck for the FINS Framework in networking experiments. However, it is important to note that Netlink connections have been shown to operate at speeds an order of magnitude faster, indicating that the limiting factor for the socket stub module is most likely the processing done in the socket daemon thread. Since the core process is implemented as a single process with many threads, the throughput of the socket stub module may decrease in practice due to scheduling constraints.
On the other hand, the Click Router achieved a normalized throughput close to the maximum sending rate we used (200 Mbps). Basically, the setup of this experiment does not force the Click Router to cause any significant drop of packets since there is no significant processing delay (decapsulation or re-encapsulation).
Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 was to evaluate the current implementation of the MAC/PHY stub module and observe the maximum receiving throughput that our packet capturing mechanism can support before dropping frames. This is pertinent because the Pcap library will overwrite previously captured frames in its buffer if the capturing process does not poll and process the frames fast enough. Pcap opens a raw socket with the device driver to sniff the packets before they reach the protocol's family's handler at the bottom of the kernel networking stack. The maximum buffer size of the opened socket is 65,535 Bytes. The Click Router uses the Pcap library to capture the packets as well.
To evaluate this the traditional stack and the FINS Framework were run in tandem and iperf was used to send traffic through the traditional stack to the local loopback address. When these packets were "received" by the node, the FINS Framework was able to intercept these packets through the Pcap library. As such, the setup for this experiment consisted of a single, non-networked computer that was running a FINS Framework which consisted of only the switch, the MAC/PHY stub module, and a custom logging module that reported throughput.
The internal queues between the FINS modules (the MAC/PHY stub and switch) are capped at 100,000 frames but we never have observed such a backlog. Although this is the default cap, it is designed to address extreme cases of very small Ethernet frames (e.g. 64 bytes, with only 18 bytes of payload). In such a case, with a rate of 10 Mbps, the corresponding rate of packets is 69,444 packets/second. If the target research experiment expects handling an extreme case beyond a 100,000 frame buffer limit, then the FINS adopters can easily adjust this parameter. The switch linking table was configured so that frames from the MAC/PHY stub module traveled to the logging module, which measured the throughput of application data. Since this particular FINS Framework excluded the socket stub module, the traditional TCP/IP stack was still accessible and was used to run the iperf application. Once again, iperf ran in client mode and was set to generate 60 second trials of UDP traffic sent through the local loopback in 1.47 kB datagrams. The local loopback was used to avoid the increased probability of dropping frames due to a wireless channel or potential throughput limitations in using a LAN cable. Fig. 8 shows that the MAC/PHY stub module maintained a packet loss rate of 0 percent at incoming data rates up to 140 Mbps. The packet loss rate appeared to increase rapidly at rates above 140 Mbps. Throughput measurements from the logging module showed that zero percent (0 percent) of the packet loss occurred internal to the FINS Framework, indicating that the packet drops shown in Fig. 8 occurred at the Pcap library level. Our analysis suggests that this is caused by the capturing process blocking on the Unix domain socket connecting it to the MAC/PHY stub thread, which effectively couples the processing delay of handling a frame in the MAC/PHY stub thread with how quickly the capturing process can retrieve frames from Pcap. As with the socket stub module, this processing delay may increase under high scheduling demand.
The Click Router started to suffer dropped frames at a lower rate, specifically above 60 Mbps. However the drop rate increased smoothly through 200 Mbps. The Click Router evaluation by the authors in [9] mentioned achieving a forwarding rate of 333,000 64-byte packets per second using less capable hardware. We believe this previously reported rate was achieved by the kernel-level mode, not by the user-space mode.
The simplest implementation of this test using the Click Router includes three modules (FromDevice, Counter, and Discard). The Click Router runs as single process, hence it does not use any interprocess communication to connect the built modules. In case of the FINS Framework, there is an overhead of interprocess communication since the capturer and the FINS core are connected via UNIX domain socket. This increases the number of memory operations and consumes additional CPU slots, hence the system may get into a livelock. This explains how the normalized throughput decreases as the packets rate increases. In addition, at a point of time the iperf client itself will consume a significant portion of the available CPU slots while generating higher sending rate.
Generally, we believe that these experiments demonstrate that the FINS Framework achieves the desired level of performance, given the degrees of freedom and benefits provided to users by altering the kernel networking stack to run mostly in the userspace.
Experiments 3-4
The following two experiments use similar setups to contrast the maximum performance achievable by the FINS Framework (found using a wired setup) to the performance observed in a wireless environment. The UDP and TCP results recorded in both experiments are shown in Tables 3  and 4 , respectively. In addition, benchmark values for the traditional Linux stack were recorded for reference and are also shown. During Experiment 4, the results of the traditional stack were used to estimate the wireless channel, which is why the drop rate is not listed.
Experiment 3
In the third experiment, we used iperf to measure the maximum end-to-end goodput achievable by the FINS Framework when sending or receiving data. To observe the sending rate we connected the two laptops using a 100 Mbps LAN cable (blue arrow in Fig. 9 ). On one of the computers an iperf client was run on top of a FINS Framework, while the other computer ran an iperf server on top of the traditional Linux stack. The FINS Framework used for the experiment was the rebuilt stack depicted in Fig. 6 and whose linking table was shown in Table 2 . Finally, all processes that were not required by the operating system were killed on both computers for the duration of this experiment. For the receiving rate the same setup was used with the traffic stream reversed-the iperf server was run Receiver results where more nuanced, with the FINS Framework currently able to receive at a rate equal to that of the traditional stack for UDP (95.4 Mbps) and a significant fraction for TCP (48.1 Mbps). The major performance difference between UDP and TCP receive results is likely due to our current implementation of the TCP module and not the stack as a whole. In any case, the results demonstrate the ability to send and receive at speeds that would be enough to support the theoretical data rates of IEEE 802.11a/b/g and may be enough for the rates practically achieved by IEEE 802.11n technologies.
Experiment 4
This experiment was designed to observe the maximum end-to-end goodput achievable by the FINS Framework in a wireless environment. As such, the previously described Android tablets were set to work in Wi-Fi infrastructure mode and comprised a basic service set (BSS) in conjunction with the access point. Similar to Experiment 3, when sending one of the computers ran an iperf client on top of a FINS Framework (Fig. 6) , while the other computer had an iperf server on top of the traditional Linux stack. The traffic stream was reversed when collecting receiving rates.
Using the traditional stack, an estimate of the maximum goodput possible between end nodes in this wireless setup was found to be 15.7 Mbps for UDP and 13.0 Mbps for TCP. Within these constraints, the FINS Framework achieved a maximum sending rate of 15.7 Mbps for UDP and 13.0 Mbps for TCP through the iperf server application. For receiving, the framework performed equally well (15.6 and 13.0 Mbps) with the observed packet loss (< 0:4 percent) occurring at the link level. Throughout this entire experiment the FINS Framework maintained a zero percent (0 percent) dropping rate within the stack, with the low maximum goodput estimates provided by the traditional stack caused by the noisy wireless environment. Analysis of the observed traffic and the good wireless performance for the FINS Framework relative to the traditional stack suggest that while our TCP module may have flaws receiving at higher rates it responds robustly to moderate segment loss.
The evaluation results from Experiments 1-4 suggest that version 1.0 of the FINS Framework is currently able to support implementation-based Wi-Fi networking experiments for IEEE 802.11a/b/g standards on Ubuntu and Android.
Experimental Scenarios
Extensive testing with many networking applications was conducted in the lab to ensure the transparent support of tools commonly used in research. Each of the tools were successfully used unmodified and without recompilation; some examples include: ifconfig, ping, iperf, dig, traceroute, Telnet, Wireshark, and Firefox.
Various experimental scenarios have been successfully implemented and tested using the FINS Framework in qualitative trials that occurred in the lab. We discuss below a set of the applications-based experiments that we ran in our lab and collectively in a workshop attended by external experimenters. The reader may download a full documentation of these experiments from the FINS Framework webpage http://www.finsframework.org. Some results appeared recently in [20] .
The experiments can be divided into two categories, the first category uses synthetically generated traffic over a controlled wireless environment, while the second category depends on ordinary Internet usage scenarios (e.g., file downloading, video streaming, chat).
Synthetic Traffic Experiments
The first experiment focuses on packet forwarding. As shown in Fig. 10 , the experiment utilizes several laptops as stationary ad hoc nodes, each is equipped with an IEEE802.11g NIC. The nodes form a ring topology before a specific node (e.g., node 2) generates traffic destined to a node outside the set of its first hop neighbors. Each node forwards packets on a packet-by-packet basis that depends on investigating the application payload (i.e., a serial number field). We use the FINS Framework to add a new thread, independent from the IPv4 thread, to implement the payload check and forwarding rules. In addition, the experiment implements a logging module (i.e., RTM thread) connected to our implementation of the FINS console process to log and display the ongoing experiment events. The second experiment implements a context-aware cross-layer solution to adapt the data generation rate of a variable bit rate (VBR) application (e.g., media streaming) based on the available wireless bandwidth estimated at the MAC level. The experiment includes 8 pairs of laptops equipped with IEEE802.11g NICs. Each pair consists of a sending node and a receiving node. Nodes contend with each other to send VBR data through the same IEEE802.11n access point. We have modified the Broadcom Wi-Fi device driver that runs on the sending node to allow indirect communication with the context-aware network application via the FINS Framework.
The sending application receives the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) statistics from the minstrel rate control algorithm [21] , which is run by the mac80211 kernel module. This experiment is strongly related to our ongoing research on adaptive video streaming. Similar to the previous example, development costs related to the FINS Framework were low, and modifying the driver made up the bulk of the work. Through the FINS Framework, researchers have access to cross-layer information with more detail and granularity than possible through the traditional stack, an important factor to accelerate research in many areas such as cognitive networks [18] .
Other experiments focused on the ability to monitor and control network behavior at runtime, potentially for classroom educational uses. For instance, one scenario involved controlling TCP behavior and variables (e.g. Fast retransmit, GBN, timeouts, etc.) while observing the impact on performance in real-time. Another experiment showcased Android and the ease of use when performing mobile experiments.
Internet-Based Experiments
Previous tools (e.g., Click Router, ANA) suffer from the lack of or high cost of integration with legacy applications or heterogeneous networks. The next set of experiments illustrates the backward compatibility of the FINS Framework. During this set of experiments, the FINS Framework node mainly connects to the Internet using 100 Mbps Ethernet connection via Virginia Tech campus network. However, numerous runs have been also repeated using off-campus Internet connections at coffee shops or residential buildings.
The first experiment successfully runs multiple ondemand high definition (HD) YouTube videos over the Internet using the Firefox browser. The video sessions are adaptive HTTP video streaming sessions that run over TCP. This state of the art video technology adapts according to the throughput and delay conditions [22] . The FINS Framework components did not introduce any significant abnormality to the video application. The experiment was repeated using a wireless connection to examine different throughput and delay conditions. Results did not differ with respect to how the FINS Framework performed.
In the second experiment, we have used the Firefox browser and FTP client to download a 700 MB ISO file over the Internet. Measurements have verified that download speed has been only limited by the end to end connection.
Lastly, we connected two nodes, separated by nine hops over the Internet. The first node runs the Skype application on the FINS Framework, while the second runs Skype over traditional stack. Skype traffic can run either on UDP or TCP. UDP-based voice chat has gone relatively smoothly despite noticeable jitter. Currently, we are revising our TCP implementation to meet more restricted time requirements, although it works well with streaming video.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented the FINS Framework, an opensource tool to facilitate implementation-based experiments in wireless networking research. The FINS Framework aims to address evaluation and implementation challenges by moving networking functionality into an open user-space architecture and supporting existing applications with additional management functionality. The architecture, design, and implementation sections of this paper have described how we met these goals. Performance testing shows that version 1.0 of the FINS Framework is capable of supporting experiments requiring IEEE 802.11g hardware speeds and operating in varying networking architecture and experimental scenarios on both Ubuntu laptops and Android platforms.
The major performance bottlenecks that we have identified for the FINS Framework are rooted in threading and serialization issues. Namely, the main bottlenecks are associated with the single thread serving the switch and the single userspace thread that serializes socket calls between userspace and kernelspace, as both of these critical userspace threads must contend with all other processes in the system for CPU time. It may be possible to address these bottlenecks through further parallelization of the functions (e.g. using one thread per OS socket rather than a single thread for the entire system), but both the switch-centric architecture and the implementation of protocol modules in userspace were central to achieving our objectives. To further parallelize these functions, one would have to determine the exact mechanism for dividing work while avoiding the introduction of additional concurrency issues.
Future work related to the FINS Framework includes performance improvements to TCP, more development on logging and supervisory modules to aid in experiment repeatability, and expanding user control and capabilities at lower levels through an augmented MAC/PHY stub supported by modified device drivers. For more information on the FINS Framework, including source code, complete user documentation, project progress, and future plans, the reader may refer to the project website at http://www. finsframework.org. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
